
SURGERY

.": n terms of new procedures,

i:: leaders in facial surgery are focused

,i:: on refining already successful

1i":, techniques, thereby delivering
.:r improved results with less invasive

surgery. Surgeons are €onstantly honing
their skills, delivering better out(omes
tailored to individual needs, with less

downtime and reduced chance of risk.

"These days, all procedures are

customised, so almost no two people

get the same operation," says plastic,
reconstructive and aesthetic surgeon Dr
Warwick Nettle from Silkwood Medical,
Sydney. "It's very much about fitting the
operation to the person. Where some
people might require lifting to the jowls

only, others may require work to just
the neck, and others, a full facelift."

Sydney cosmetic and plastic surgeon

Dr Mark Kohout says, "It is about
minimally invasive facelifting - the
techniques of shorter incisions,
smaller tissue undermining and better
concealment ofscars. For instance, the
classic facelift incision extends from the
temple to in front of the ear andbehind
the ear. The newer facelifts dispense

with the incision behind the ear. Now,
a technique exists where there is no
incision in front of the ear, only on the
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temple and behind the ear. We now
have more choices to offer to our
patients - the emphasis is certainly
shifting to less invasive surgerywith
minimal downtimes," says Kohout.

Deeo olane faee
and ieeh lift

This technique is now preferred by
many surgeons, as it helps to overcome

some of the telltale signs of traditional
facelifts, like delayed swelling, skin
tension, stretched scars and a'pulled'
look. "Traditional facelifts such as

SMAS and S-Lifts are ratherlimited,"
says Sydney facial plastic surgeon

Dr George Marcellsr "They require
wide underminirig of the ikin, which
is then separated from the underlying
llmphatics, and they tend to have

delayed swelling. The SMAS layer is not
freed from the deeper tissues and can

only be tightened by a minimal degree.

The power of the lift is restricted and
there is more tension on the skin. This
causes problems with wound healing
and can lead to stretched scars, which
are often lumpy and red. The Iift does

not last long and often needs revision
early. Verylittle improvement is gained
in the mid-face, which can lead to
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a mismatch of healing. In turn, this
often causes a'pulled' look."

This can be the case even in the best
hands. Although some surgeons have

become skilled at minimising these
problems, their results are limited
by the surgical technique.

"The deep plane face and necklift
involves limited dissection under the
skin, preserving the lyrnphatics and
minimising swelling," says Marcells.
"The surgeon then dissectsbelowthe )
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